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Abstract

Additions of 5 to 14 wt% chromium to vanadium lead to very

large swelling rates during neutl'onirradiationof tile

binary alloys,with swelling increasingstronglyat higher

irradiationtemperatures. Addition of 2 wt% silicon to

vanadium also leads to very large swelling rates but

swelling decreases wiLh increasing irradiation tempera Lure.

Addition of 1 wt% zirconium does not yield I_igl_ swelling

rates, however.
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1. Introduction

lt was recently shown l)yMatsui and coworkers that V-5 at%

Fe could reach very large levels of void swelling during

irradiation in either tileFFTF or JOYO fast reactors,

especially at 600°C, the highest irradiation teluperature

studied.(i-_} Swelling was also accelerated at lower

irradiation temperatures, but to a lesser extent• These

data cast doubt on tl_eprevailing assumption that the bcc

lattice structure autonlatically confers immunity against the

-l%/dt)a swelling rates observed in fcc metals. (4) Tile

swelling rates observed by I4atsui and covlorkers were aL

least twice tt_at level.

Looluis, Smith and Garnel" al so Found that vanadium ctlromium

binaries (wiLh small amou_lLs of alulilillum) irradiated iii I111;

Cycles 7-9 also exhibited substantially enhanced neutron-

induced swelling at 6uO°C,(5) although the early teml)erature

history of that l)art,icular irradiation was very complex.

Vanadium with chromium additions in the range 9-]4 wt%

exhibited irradiation-induced density decreases oF 38.9 to

42.4% at 77 dpa, corresl)onding to 63.6-73.6/. volume!_iric

swelling, as shown in Figure I. These data iml)lied that the

post-transient swelling rates were on the order of l%/dpa or

more. There was al so some indication that the swelling at
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intermediate chromiunllevels (-5%) might be even higher, as

illustratedin Figure 2, and comparableto that observed in
,,

V-5Fe.

Studiesby Ohnuki and coworkersconductedon V-Cr alloys

irradiatedto lower displacementlevels have confirmed that

chromium additionsindeed acceleratetilevoid swelling

phenomenonin vanadium.(6'J) In addition,silicon additions

have also been observed recentlyto accelerate the swelling

(2}of vanadium.

This paper presentsa few additionaldetails from the

irradiationsconductedby Loomis and coworkers in FFIF

Cycles 7-9, as well as the results of a new study conducted

in FFIF Cycle II.

2. ExperimentDetails

Both of these studieswere conducted irlthe Materials Open

Test Assembly (MOTA) in different cycles. Under normal

operatingconditions,MOIA canistersare actively controlled

within _+5"Cof their target temperaturesduring

irradiation.(8} However, in FFIF Cycle 7 a severe

overtemperatureeve,t caused many oF the irradiation

canister_ in MOlx-ID to overheat (as much as 200°C at 600°C)



for a period of-1 hour. Tilepresumed loss of experimental

integritylead to a programmaticdecision to leave the MOTA

in place but shift the i)riorityof reactorol)erationto

concerns not involvingMOTA, these beinu primarily

reactivityfeedback tests. The MOIA was kept in the helium-

purged mode while a large number of transientreactor tests

were conductedduring FFTF Cycle 8. Thus after the

overtemperatureevent, subsequentlyall capsules ol)erated

over a range of tenlperatures,all of which were lower than

the target temperatures. For those specimensthat were

reinsertedinto MOIA-IE in Cycle 9, however, the normal

temperaturecontrolwas followed,and those specimens

reached a cumulative exposure of 77 dpa.

The temperaturecontrol in tlleMOTA-2A exl)erimentin FFTF

Cycle II was essentiallyflawless,witl_all canisters

controlledwithin +5°C of their target teml)eratures.Three

binary alloys (V-5Cr,V-2Si and V.IZr, wt%) were irradiated

in the annealed conditionto 42-46 dl)aat target

temperaturesof 427, 430, 519 and 600°C (lal)leI). The

specimenswere in the form of microscopy disks and were

irradiatedin sealed helium-filledpackets. An automated

immersiondensity techniqueknown to be accurate to ±0.16%

swelling was used to determine the density changes of these

alloys.
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Results

Transmissionelectron microscol)Yof the Cycles 7-9 sl)ecimens

with -70% swellingwas atteml_tedbut was found to be very

difficult. Void sizes on tlleorder of a micron or more were

' found, but penetrationof tlleelectropolishingsolution into

and through adjacent voids caused a loss of tilevoid surface

layers,rendering segregationstudies of doubtful use.

Figure 3 illustratesthe extensive intersectionof voidsJ

with the electropolishedsurface.

Figure 4 shows the swelling values obtained from t,lleCycle

7-8 irradiationsequenceat a target temperatureof 420°C

and 520°C. Chromium al)pearsto affect the swellingof

vanadium at 400°C and possibly 520°C. In each case the

swelling is less thaL at 600"C, a lt.l_(_ugll tile swelling is not

monotonic with temperature, however. In general, the levels

reached in tt_is highly coml)lex irradiation were mucl_ larger

than were observed in later isothermal irradiations that

proceeded to higher displacement levels in Cycles 9 and ]0

only. (B) lhis indicates that the complex temperature

history strongly influenced the swelling.

The swelling values measured in the well-controlled MOIA-2A

Cycle 1] experiment are shown in Figure 5. Where more than



one nominally identical specimen was measured, swelling was

somewhat variable, lllisis not surprising, considering tile

high rate at which the specimens were found to be swelling.

Assuming a very small incubation period, the V-2Si alloy

reached a swellillg rate of -l%/dl)a or greate!'.

The V-5Cr binary alloy exhibited a strongly temperature-

dependent and monotonic swelling behavior during isothermal

irradiation, in agreement with the general results of the

non-isothermal experiment conducted at 420 and 600°C in

Cycles 7-9. The V-2Si alloy also reached high swelling

levels but did so with a temperature dependence opposite to

that of V-5Cr alloy. The V-]Zr alloy swelled much less titan

either of the other two alloys, reaching only 2.7% at 600°C,

and smaller anlounts at lower temperatures. Density change

measurements were not I)erforme(J on pure vanadium from this

experiment, since the irradiated sl)ecimens were found to I)e

very brittle and might not have survived the automated

measurement procedure. Several specimens disintegrated upon

being picked up with tweezers.

Discussion and Conclusions

Nakajima and coworkers (IB)have interpreted their swelling

results in terms of the relative atomic size of each solute



, and found good agreement for data at 600°C for Fe, Cr ai_dSi

additions, lhe results of the current study at 600°C agree

with their observations. As shown in Figure 5, however, a

different relative swelling behaviorwas observed illthis

experiment at 420 and 520°C. ]hus, atomic size arguments

may not be generally applicable to these alloys.

Whatever mechanisms are later found to control the swelling

of binary vanadiumalloys, it appears that the role of both
.,

crystal structureand irradiationtemperaturehistorywill

need to be closely examined in future studieson these and

other specimens.
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Figure ]. Swelling observed in V-Cr alloys after

irradiation to ]7 and 77 dpa in FFIF Cycles 7-9

at a target teml)eratureof 600°C (5). The actual

temperature in the First half of tileirradiation

was rather coml)lex,however.
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Figure2. Swellingdata at 77 dpa fromFigur'eI, plotted

vs. chromiumcontent.



Figure3. Scanning electronmicrographsof V-]0.OCr-O.IAI

(wt %) at 77 dpa and 600°C, demonstraLingthe

large level of void intersectionwith tile

electropolishedsurface. The size markers shown

denote 10 #m (top) and ] pnl(bottom).
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Figure 4. Swelling observed in V-Cr alloys at 420 and 520°C

after irradiation in FFTF Cycles 7-8.
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Figure 5. Temperature-dependent swelling of three vanadium-

binary alloys after irradiation in FFTF Cycle ]].






